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web learn the meaning and usage of the phrase in terms of which is used to describe which particular area of a subject you
are discussing see examples synonyms translations web nov 9 2015   according to longman dictionary of contemporary
english in terms of can be used for describing either plural or singular fact or event here are two examples from web 2 days
ago   in terms of phrase if you talk about something in terms of something or in particular terms you are specifying which
aspect of it you are discussing or from what web the meaning of term is a word or expression that has a precise meaning in
some uses or is peculiar to a science art profession or subject how to use term in a sentence web in terms of definition
meaning dictionary com in terms of as measured or indicated by on the basis of for example how far is it in terms of miles
this usage originated in web in terms of something meaning definition what is in terms of something if you explain or
describe something in learn more web high quality example sentences with in term in context from reliable sources ludwig is
the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english web 3 days ago   synonyms for in terms of in english
with regard to concerning regarding as to in connection with in respect of as regards with reference to in the matter of web
jun 7 2014   understood literally in terms of announces the terms or categories you will use in speaking of the matter at
hand more generally it is ordinarily used to head a web 1 as measured with a certain type of unit or category we track our
shipments in terms of weight rather than individual units the tragedy caused billions in damage but the web define in term
in term synonyms in term pronunciation in term translation english dictionary definition of in term in set terms in formal
phrase see also term webster s web apr 12 2012   in terms of is really just a wordy and sloppy transition usually an
unoriginal disguise for a simple preposition such as in or a more elegant phrasing web the new york times show more high
quality example sentences with in this term in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps
you to web in terms of和in term of是不同的 区别如下 in terms of 按照 依据 用 词句 用 来 通过 例句 it is difficult to express it in terms of science 要用科
学的字眼来表达它是很困难 web 4 days ago   in terms of phrase if you talk about something in terms of something or in particular terms
you are specifying which aspect of it you are discussing or from what web mar 23 2024   in terms of is the correct phrase to
use when comparing or evaluating different aspects or categories on the other hand in term of is not a standard english web
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in terms of definition see examples of in terms of used in a sentence web term noun tərm words countable a word or phrase
used as the name of something especially one connected with a particular type of language a technical legal scientific web
what is the difference between in term of and in terms of jan 25 2014 2 58 pm 4 0 answers 4 kristene in term of is incorrect
it should always be in terms of web meaning of term in english term noun uk tɜːm us tɝːm term noun time add to word list c
the fixed period of time that something lasts for serve a term for he web 1 day ago   published sat may 4 2024 12 51 pm
vladimir putin russian president vladimir putin plans to visit china a little more than a week after starting his new term in
web 17 hours ago   sadiq khan has won a third term as london s mayor capping a round of local elections across england
that confirmed the political supremacy of the labour web 2 hours ago   just a few months short of a quarter century as russia
s leader vladimir putin starts another six year term as president holding extraordinary power by jim web in terms of 在英语中的意思
phrase also in terms add to word list b2 used to describe which particular area of a subject you are discussing in financial
terms the project was web 17 hours ago   labour s andy burnham has won his third successive term as mayor of greater
manchester mr burnham s overwhelming win saw him receive 420 749 votes web 2 days ago   the large work function
difference between indium tin oxide ito and electron transporting layers etls in the n i p perovskite solar cells pscs usually
causes a



in terms of english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 04 2024

web learn the meaning and usage of the phrase in terms of which is used to describe which particular area of a subject you
are discussing see examples synonyms translations

word usage in term of vs in terms of english language
Mar 03 2024

web nov 9 2015   according to longman dictionary of contemporary english in terms of can be used for describing either
plural or singular fact or event here are two examples from

in terms of definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Feb 02 2024

web 2 days ago   in terms of phrase if you talk about something in terms of something or in particular terms you are
specifying which aspect of it you are discussing or from what

in terms of definition meaning merriam webster
Jan 01 2024

web the meaning of term is a word or expression that has a precise meaning in some uses or is peculiar to a science art
profession or subject how to use term in a sentence



in terms of usage meaning grammarist
Nov 30 2023

web in terms of definition meaning dictionary com in terms of as measured or indicated by on the basis of for example how
far is it in terms of miles this usage originated in

in terms of definition meaning dictionary com
Oct 30 2023

web in terms of something meaning definition what is in terms of something if you explain or describe something in learn
more

in terms of something meaning of in terms of something in
Sep 28 2023

web high quality example sentences with in term in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that
helps you to write better in english

in term english examples in context ludwig
Aug 28 2023

web 3 days ago   synonyms for in terms of in english with regard to concerning regarding as to in connection with in respect
of as regards with reference to in the matter of



in terms of synonyms collins english thesaurus
Jul 27 2023

web jun 7 2014   understood literally in terms of announces the terms or categories you will use in speaking of the matter at
hand more generally it is ordinarily used to head a

usage how to use the phrase in terms of english language
Jun 25 2023

web 1 as measured with a certain type of unit or category we track our shipments in terms of weight rather than individual
units the tragedy caused billions in damage but the

in terms of idioms by the free dictionary
May 25 2023

web define in term in term synonyms in term pronunciation in term translation english dictionary definition of in term in set
terms in formal phrase see also term webster s

in term definition of in term by the free dictionary
Apr 23 2023

web apr 12 2012   in terms of is really just a wordy and sloppy transition usually an unoriginal disguise for a simple
preposition such as in or a more elegant phrasing



should we use in terms of english language usage stack
Mar 23 2023

web the new york times show more high quality example sentences with in this term in context from reliable sources ludwig
is the linguistic search engine that helps you to

in this term english examples in context ludwig
Feb 19 2023

web in terms of和in term of是不同的 区别如下 in terms of 按照 依据 用 词句 用 来 通过 例句 it is difficult to express it in terms of science 要用科学的字眼来表
达它是很困难

in term of和in terms of 区别 百度知道
Jan 21 2023

web 4 days ago   in terms of phrase if you talk about something in terms of something or in particular terms you are
specifying which aspect of it you are discussing or from what

definition of in terms of collins online dictionary
Dec 20 2022

web mar 23 2024   in terms of is the correct phrase to use when comparing or evaluating different aspects or categories on
the other hand in term of is not a standard english



in terms of or in term of textranch
Nov 18 2022

web in terms of definition see examples of in terms of used in a sentence

in terms of definition usage examples dictionary com
Oct 18 2022

web term noun tərm words countable a word or phrase used as the name of something especially one connected with a
particular type of language a technical legal scientific

term noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes
Sep 16 2022

web what is the difference between in term of and in terms of jan 25 2014 2 58 pm 4 0 answers 4 kristene in term of is
incorrect it should always be in terms of

what is the difference between in term of and in terms of
Aug 16 2022

web meaning of term in english term noun uk tɜːm us tɝːm term noun time add to word list c the fixed period of time that
something lasts for serve a term for he



term english meaning cambridge dictionary
Jul 15 2022

web 1 day ago   published sat may 4 2024 12 51 pm vladimir putin russian president vladimir putin plans to visit china a
little more than a week after starting his new term in

putin plans to meet xi in china days after his new term starts
Jun 13 2022

web 17 hours ago   sadiq khan has won a third term as london s mayor capping a round of local elections across england
that confirmed the political supremacy of the labour

sadiq khan wins third term as london mayor capping strong
May 13 2022

web 2 hours ago   just a few months short of a quarter century as russia s leader vladimir putin starts another six year term
as president holding extraordinary power by jim

as putin begins another 6 year term he is entering a new era of
Apr 11 2022

web in terms of 在英语中的意思 phrase also in terms add to word list b2 used to describe which particular area of a subject you are
discussing in financial terms the project was



in terms of在剑桥英语词典中的解释及翻译
Mar 11 2022

web 17 hours ago   labour s andy burnham has won his third successive term as mayor of greater manchester mr burnham s
overwhelming win saw him receive 420 749 votes

andy burnham wins third term as mayor of greater manchester
Feb 07 2022

web 2 days ago   the large work function difference between indium tin oxide ito and electron transporting layers etls in the
n i p perovskite solar cells pscs usually causes a

mitigated front contact energy barrier for efficient and stable
Jan 09 2022
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